Abstract. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field L. An overring T of R is t-linked over R if I −1 = R implies that (T : IT ) = T for each finitely generated ideal I of R. Let Ot(R) denotes the set of all t-linked overrings of R and O(R) the set of all overrings of R. The purpose of this paper is to study some finiteness conditions on the set Ot(R). Particularly, we prove that if Ot(R) is finite, then so is O(R) and Ot(R) = O(R), and if each chain of t-linked overrings of R is finite, then each chain of overrings of R is finite. This yields that the t-linked approach is more efficient than the Gilmer's treatment in [23] . We also examine the finiteness conditions in some Noetherian-like settings such as Mori domain, quasicoherent Mori domain, Krull domain etc. We establish a connection between Ot(R) and the set of all strongly divisorial ideals of R and we conclude by a characterization of domains R that are tlinked under all their overrings.
Introduction
Throughout R is an integral domain (which is not a field) with quotient field L. By an overring of R we mean an integral domain T such that R ⊆ T ⊆ L. In their study of the residually algebraic pairs of integral domains in [3] , Ayache and Jaballah encountered the following two conditions on the set of overrings of an integral domain R:
(i) R has only finitely many overrings.
(ii) Each chain of distinct overrings of R is finite. In extending results of [3] in [25] and [26] , Jaballah asked [26, Question 1] for a characterizations for domains with condition (i), that is, domains with finitely many overrings. In [23] , R. Gilmer labels the above two conditions as (F O) and (F C) in the following meaning:
(i) R is an F O-domain if R has finitely many overrings; (ii) R is an F C-domain if each chain of distinct overrings of R is finite. He completely characterizes these domains [23, Theorem 2.14, and Theorem 3. 4]. Gilmer's characterizations involve the integral closure R ′ of R, the conductor (R : R ′ ) and the notion of F IP property (stands for "finitely many intermediate Ralgebras") introduced and investigated by D. Anderson, D. Dobbs and B. Mullins in [1] . In a recent work, A. Jaballah gives an algorithm of how to compute the number of overrings of an integrally closed domain with finitely many overrings [27] , however the question is still open for an arbitrary integral domain.
According to [11] , an overring T of R is said to be t-linked over R if I −1 = R for a finitely generated ideal I of R implies that (IT ) −1 = (T : IT ) = T . The t-linked concept was used in [11, Theorem 2.10, and Corollary 2.18] to find characterizations of certain classes of P V M D's analogous to characterizations of Prüfer domains due to Davis and Richman. A domain R is said to be t-linkative if each overring of R is t-linked over R. The class of t-linkative domains was introduced (but not named) in [11, Theorem 2.6] and named, in a detailed study, by the same authors and M. Roitman in [10] . They also introduced the notion of super-t-linkative domain, that is, a domain R such that each overring of R is t-linkative. Let O t (R) denote the set of all t-linked overrings of R and O(R) the set of all overrings of R. Then O t (R) ⊆ O(R) and the inclusion may be strict (see [10, Example 4 .1] for a domain R such that R ′ is not t-linked over R). Clearly an F O-domain is an F C-domain, an F Cdomain is super-t-linkative ([23, Theorem 2.14] and [10, Corollary 2.5]) and a supert-linkative domain is t-linkative. The t-linkative approach has proved its ability to be more efficient in the study of the set of overrings of integral domains. The purpose of this paper is to continue the investigation of some finiteness conditions on the set of t-linked overrings of an integral domain. In Section 2, we answer, in the positive, the following two questions:
R) is finite, then is O(R) finite? and do we have O t (R) = O(R)?
(ii) If each chain of t-linked overrings of R is finite, then is R an F C-domain?
As F O-domains and F C-domains have finite spectrum, we list some results relating the (Krull) dimension of R to the cardinality of O(R). Section 3 is devoted to the study of Noetherian-like settings. The main result asserts that if a Mori domain R is an F C-domain, then its complete integral closureR is a Dedekind domain and the conductor (R :R) = (0), and so R is a one-dimensional domain. Moreover, if A = (R :R) is a finitely generated ideal of R, then R is Noetherian (Theorem 3.6).
Let SD(R) be the set of all (nonzero) strongly divisorial ideals of R (we recall that a nonzero ideal I is strongly divisorial if I = II −1 = I v ) and let φ R : SD(R) → O t (R), I → (I : I) = I −1 . Then φ R is an injective map (note that φ R is well-defined since (I : I) is a t-linked overring of R, for each strongly divisorial ideal I of R [11, Proposition 2.2, (e)]). In Section 4, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for φ R to be surjective and so bijective. This leads us to compute the number of strongly divisorial ideals for some classes of integral domains with finitely many overrings. As an application, we prove that if R is Mori and φ R is surjective, then R is an F C-domain. We also characterize P V D (pseudo-valuation domain) R for which φ R is surjective and compute its strongly divisorial ideals. The last section deals with domains R such that R is t-linked under all its overrings. We prove that a such domains are exactly the one-dimensional local domains. The section closes with the study of the transfer of this notion to the pullbacks in order to provide original examples. Throughout, we denote by R ′ (resp.R) the integral (resp. complete integral) closure of R and we use the symbol "⊂" for the strict inclusion. For a nonzero (fractional) ideal I of R, I
−1 = (R : I) = {x ∈ K|xI ⊆ R}. The v-and t-closures of I are defined, respectively, by I v = (I −1 ) −1 and I t = J v , where J ranges over the set of finitely generated subideals of I. The ideal I is said to be a v-ideal (or divisorial) if I = I v , and a t-ideal if I = I t . A t-maximal ideal is a t-ideal that is maximal for the inclusion. Finally, a local domain stands for a domain with exactly one maximal ideal and a semilocal domain is a domain with a finite number of maximal ideals. Unreferenced material is standard, typically as in [24] .
General settings
We start this section by showing that if O t (R) is finite, then so is O(R); and O t (R) = O(R). We also prove that if every chain of t-linked overrings is finite, then R is an F C-domain. This yields that the t-linked approach is more efficient than the Gilmer treatment of F O-domains and F C-domains (see [23] ). As F Odomains and F C-domains have finite spectrum, so finite dimension, we list a few results treating the relation between the Krull dimension of an F O-domain R and the cardinality of O(R).
The proof need the following two results due to M. Zafrullah. For the convenience of the reader, we include them with their proofs [34] . Proposition 2.2. Let * be a star operation of finite type on R. If R has only a finite number of distinct maximal * -ideals P 1 , . . . , P r , then P 1 , . . . , P r are precisely the maximal ideals of R.
Proof. Let * be a star operation of finite type. Suppose that P 1 , . . . , P r are the distinct maximal * -ideals of R. Since for each nonzero nonunit a ∈ R the ideal aR is a * -ideal and so is must be contained in at least one maximal * -ideal, we conclude that R \ U ⊆ P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ · · · ∪ P r , where U is the group of units of R. Now, as each maximal ideal M consists of nonunits, we have M ⊆ P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ · · · ∪ P r . By the prime avoidance lemma we have M ⊆ P i for some i. But since M is maximal, we have M = P i . Next, as each P j is contained in a maximal ideal which in turn is contained in some P k and since P i are incomparable, we conclude that each of P i is a maximal ideal.
Corollary 2.3. If R has a finite number of maximal t-ideals then every maximal ideal is a t-ideal.
Proof of the Proposition 2.1 Assume that O t (R) is finite. Since for each tmaximal ideal M of R, R M is t-linked over R, then R has only finitely many maximal t-ideals. By Corollary 2.3, every maximal ideal is a t-ideal. Proof. Assume that each chain of t-linked overrings of R is finite. Then R has finitely many maximal t-ideals. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that R has infinitely many maximal t-ideals. Let {M i } i≥1 be an index ordered set of t-maximal ideals of R. For each n ≥ 1 set Proof. Set n = dimR and let (0) ⊂ P 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ P n be a chain of prime ideals of R such that dimR = htP n = n and let E = {L, R P1 , . . . , R Pn }. Clearly |E| = n + 1. Now, assume that |O(R)| = 1 + dimR, then O(R) = E, and therefore each overring of R is flat (as a localization of R). Hence R is a Prüfer domain. Clearly R is local with maximal ideal P n (and so R Pn = R). Otherwise, there is a maximal ideal M of R such that M = P n . Then O(R) = E ⊂ E ∪ {R M }, which is absurd. Hence R is local and therefore a valuation domain. The converse is clear since the overrings of a valuation domain R are exactly the localizations of R at prime ideals.
(2) We claim that R is local. Indeed, set n = dimR and let (0) 
(3) Assume that R is not local. Set n = dimR and let (0) ⊂ P 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ P n = M be a chain of prime ideals of R such that dimR = htM = n. Let N be maximal ideal of R such that N = M and let E = {L, R P1 , . . . , R Pn−1 , R M , R N , R}. Clearly E ⊆ O(R) and |E| = n + 3. Hence 3 + dimR ≤ |O(R)|. Now, assume that
Since R is not a field and R ′ is integral over R, then R ′ cannot be a localization of R. Hence R = R ′ . Then R is an integrally closed F O-domain. By [23, Theorem 1.5], R is a Prüfer domain with finite spectrum, and clearly Spec(R) = {(0) ⊂ P 1 ⊂ . . . P n = M, N }. It remains to prove that P n−1 ⊆ N . Suppose that N and P n−1 are not comparable. Set T = R N R Pn−1 . Then T is a quasilocal Prüfer domain with exactly two maximal ideals Q 1 = N R N T and Q 2 = P n−1 R Pn−1 T (since T is the intersection of the two valuation domains R N and R Pn−1 that are not comparable, [8, Propositions 1& 2, page 412]). Clearly Q 1 = M (otherwise, N = M , which is absurd) and Q 2 = M (otherwise, P n−1 = M , which absurd). Hence R = T . Since all the other overrings of R are valuation domains, then O(R) = E ⊂ E {T } ⊆ O(R), a contradiction. Hence N and P n−1 are comparable and by maximality P n−1 ⊂ N , as desired. Conversely, assume that R is Prüfer with exactly two maximal ideals M and N and Y -graph spectrum, that is, (0) ⊂ P 1 ⊂ . . . P n−1 ⊆ M ∩ N and let E = {L, R P1 , . . . , R Pn−1 , R M , R N , R}. Clearly |E| = 3 + n = 3 + dimR and since each overring of R is a subintersection (i.e., intersection of localizations of R at some primes), then O(R) = E, as desired.
For each positive integer n ≥ 1, there exists an n-dimensional local domain R with (3 + dimR) overrings, as it's shown by the following example.
Example 2.6. Let k be a field and X 1 , . . . , X n+1 indeterminates over k. Set
By induction on n, assume that R n is a local domain with dimR n = n and
We end this section by the following result which shows that the sets O t (R) of all t-linkted overrings of R and O w (R) of all w-overrings of a domain R are the same and the notions of t-liknative domain and DW -domain coincide. First we recall the following definitions.
(i) An overring T of a domain R is said to be a w-overring of R if T w = T [13] . Let O w (R) denote the set of all w-overrings of R. (ii) A domain R is said to be a DW -domain if each ideal of R is a w-ideal [30] .
Proof. The first part of this proposition was proved in [12, Proposition 3.1] and the second part appears in [33] . However, we give here a simple proof. Suppose that R is t-linkative. let I be a nonzero ideal of R and let x ∈ I w . Then there exists a f. g. ideal J of R such that J −1 = R and xJ ⊆ I. By [11, Theorem 2.6], J = R. Hence x ∈ I and therefore I = I w , as desired. The converse follows also from [11, Theorem 2.6] since I t = R if and only I w = R
Noetherian-like settings
Before starting this section, we recall the following useful definitions: An integral domain R is said to be: (1) Mori domain if R satisfies the acc condition on the v-ideals, and seminormal if x ∈ R, for each x ∈ K with x 2 , x 3 ∈ R (see [5] for more details about Mori seminormal domains).
(2) A conducive domain if (R : T ) = (0) for each overring T of R with T K (see [9] ). (3) Almost Krull if R M is a Krull domain for each maximal ideal M of R, [24] . (4) A pseudo-valuation domain (P V D for short) if there exists a valuation overring V of R such that Spec(R) = Spec(V ), [18, 19] . (5) (
So B is a Mori domain which is super-t-linkative and which contains a non divisorial prime ideal, which is absurd by Lemma 3.3. It follows that dimR = 1.
The converse is not true as it's shown by the following example. First we recall that the valuative dimension of R, denoted by dim v R, is given by dim v R = M ax{dimV |V valuation overring of R}. 
′ is Prüfer, then so is T . Hence T is a Dedekind domain (as a Prüfer domain which is also Mori). Clearly (R : T ) = (AA −1 ) v = (0) and so R and T have the same complete integral closure, that is,R =T = T . Hencē R is Dedekind and so dimR = 1. SinceR is an F C-domain (as an overring of R), thenR has finite spectrum. SoR is semilocal, and clearly (R :R) = (R : T ) = (AA −1 ) v = (0), as desired. Since dimR = dimR = 1, [6, Corollary 3.4. (1)], and R ′ is a Prüfer domain, then dim v R = dim v R ′ = dimR ′ = dimR = 1. Now, assume that A is a finitely generated ideal of R. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of R. Since dimR = 1, then P = M is a maximal ideal which is divisorial. If M M −1 = R, then M is finitely generated (as an invertible ideal).
By [23, Theorem 2.14], R/A is Artinian. Hence M/A is a finitely generated ideal of R/A. Set M/A = (x 1 , . . . ,x n ), where x i ∈ M for each i = 1, . . . , n. Let J = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Clearly M = J + A, and so M is finitely generated. Hence every prime ideal of R is finitely generated and therefore R is Noetherian.
We recall that a domain R is said to be quasi-coherent Mori domain if every t-ideal is finitely generated [29, page 85] .
Proof. Since A = (R :R) is a v-ideal of R, then A is finitely generated. The conclusion follows from Theorem 3.6.
According to [13] , a domain R is said to be strong Mori (SM for short) if R satisfies the ascending chain conditions on w-ideals. Noetherian domains are strong Mori and strong Mori domains are Mori.
Corollary 3.8. Let R be a strong Mori domain. If R is an F C-domain, then R is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 and [13, Corollary 1.10].
t-Linked overrings and strongly divisorial ideals
We recall that a nonzero ideal I of a domain R is said to be strong (or a trace ideal) if I = II −1 and strongly divisorial if it is strong and divisorial, that is I = I v = II −1 . Let SD(R) denotes the set of all nonzero strongly divisorial ideals of R. By [11, Proposition 2.2], for each ideal A of a domain R, (A v : A v ) is t-linked over R. In particular, if I ∈ SD(R), then I −1 = (I : I) is t-linked over R. This yields an injection map φ R : SD(R) −→ O t (R) \ {L}, I → I −1 (we note that this map was introduced by V. Barucci in [4] ). The following proposition characterizes when φ R is surjective.
Proposition 4.1. Let R be a domain. 1) φ R is surjective if and only if each t-linked overring of R is a fractional v-ideal of R. 2) If φ R is surjective, then: i) R is a conducive domain; ii) Every non maximal prime ideal is strong. iii) If R is not local, then every maximal ideal of R is not divisorial, that is, for each maximal ideal
Then there exists I ∈ SD(R) such that T = I −1 . Hence T is a fractional v-ideal of R. ⇐=) Let T ∈ O t (R) and set I = (R : T ). Since T is a fractional v-ideal of R, then T ⊆ (I : I) ⊆ I −1 = T v = T . Hence I ∈ SD(R) and φ R (I) = T , as desired. 2) i) Since R is not a field, then dimR ≥ 1. Let P be a t-prime ideal of R. Now, for each overring T ⊂ L of R, T R\P is t-linked over R [11, Proposition 2.9].
Since φ R is surjective, then there is I ∈ SD(R) such that I −1 = T R\P . Hence I = I v = (R : I −1 ) = (R : T R\P ) ⊆ (R : T ). So (R : T ) = (0) and therefore R is conducive.
ii) Let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal of R. Since R P ∈ O t (R) \ {L}, then R P = I −1 for some I ∈ SD(R). Hence IR P = II −1 = I. Since P is not maximal, then R ⊂ R P = I −1 . Hence I ⊆ P . So P −1 ⊆ I −1 = R P and then P P −1 ⊆ P R P . Since P P −1 ⊆ R, then P P −1 ⊆ P R P ∩ R = P . Hence P P −1 = P , as desired.
iii) Assume that R is not local. Let M be a maximal ideal of R and I ∈ SD(R) 
Clearly T is a proper overring of R (since M is a v-ideal of R). Let S be a proper overring of R. Since dimR = 1, then O(R) = O t (R). So S is t-linked over R. But, since φ R is surjective, then there is I ∈ SD(R) such that S = I −1 . Since S is a proper overring of R, then I ⊂ R. So I ⊆ M (since R is local with maximal ideal M ). Hence T = M −1 ⊆ I −1 = S, as desired.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, R is conducive and dimR = 1. So O(R) = O t (R). Set A = (R :R) = (0) and let {R n } n≥1 be a chain of overrings of R. Since φ R is surjective, then for each n ≥ 1, there exists I n ∈ SD(R) such that I
I n and therefore
n+1 , then
is a decreasing chain of v-ideals of R with nonzero intersection. Since R is Mori, then {I n } n≥1 stabilizes, and therefore {R n } n≥1 stabilizes. It follows that R is an F C-domain.
Proposition 4.4. 1) Let R be a valuation domain. Then φ R is surjective. Moreover, if dimR = n ≥ 1 is finite, then R has exactly n strongly divisorial ideals.
2) If R is completely integrally closed, then φ R is surjective if and only if R is a one-dimensional valuation domain.

3) If R is a Prüfer domain, then φ R is surjective if and only if R is a valuation domain.
Proof. 1) Assume that R is a valuation domain.
. Assume that R ⊂ T . Then T = R Q for some nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal Q of R. By [22, Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.10], Q ∈ SD(R) and φ R (Q) = R Q = T . Moreover, if dimR = n is finite, then SD(R) = { all nonzero nonmaximal prime ideals of R} {R}.
2) Assume that R is completely integrally closed and φ R is surjective. It's clear that SD(R) = {R}. Since φ R is surjective, then O(R) = {R, L} and therefore R is one-dimensional valuation domain.
3) Assume that R is Prüfer and φ R is surjective. Clearly O(R) = O t (R) since the t-operation on a Prüfer domain is trivial. It suffices to prove that R is local. If not, let M be a maximal ideal of R. Since φ R is surjective, then there exists a proper ideal I ∈ SD(R) such that
So N ⊆ M and hence M = N , which is absurd. It follows that I ⊆ N . Therefore I is contained in all maximal ideals of R. Now, let P be a minimal prime over
Since R is a Prüfer domain, then Spec(R) is treed. So M in(I), the set of all minimal primes over I, is reduced to one element, say M in(I) = {P }. Let N be a maximal ideal of R. Since I ⊆ N and M in(I) = {P }, then P ⊆ N . We claim that I −1 = R P . Indeed, by [22, Theorem 3.2], I −1 ⊆ R P . Conversely, if there exists x ∈ R P and a ∈ I such that xa ∈ R, then xa ∈ R N for some maximal ideal N of R. Since R N is a valuation domain, then (xa) −1 ∈ R N . Since P ⊆ N , then R N ⊆ R P . So (xa) −1 ∈ R P . Hence 1 = (xa) −1 (xa) ∈ IR P ⊆ P R P , which is absurd. It follows that R M = I −1 = R P and therefore P = M . Hence M is the unique minimal prime over I and M is contained in all maximal ideals of R, which is a contradiction. It follows that R is local and therefore R is a valuation domain. 
Moreover, if dimV = n is finite, then R is an F O-domain and R has exactly n + 1 strongly divisorial ideals {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n−1 , M, R}, where P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n−1 , M are the nonzero prime ideals of R.
Proof. We first note that O t (R) = O(R) since R is local with maximal ideal M and
iii) =⇒ iv) It's well-known that each overring of R is comparable to V . So
and M ∈ SD(R). Let T be an overring of R. By iv) and without loss of generality, we may assume that T = V P , where P is a nonmaximal prime ideal of V . Since R and V have the same spectrum, P is a prime ideal of R and V P = (P :
It's clear that any (n − 1)-dimensional valuation domain, n ≥ 2, has exactly n overrings. Also it's easy to see that a domain R has exactly two overrings if and only if R is one-dimensional valuation domain. The above theorem leads us to construct a P V D domain R n which is not a valuation domain, and which has exactly n overrings, for any positive integer n ≥ 3.
Example 4.6. Let n be a positive integer with n ≥ 3, Q be the field of rational numbers and X 1 , . . . , X n−2 indeterminates over Q. Our aim is to construct a descending chain of valuation domains
Iterating this process, we construct the desired chain as follows:
|O(R n )| = 1 + |O(V n−2 )| = 1 + (1 + dimV n−2 ) = 1 + 1 + n − 2 = n, as desired.
Domains that are t-linked under its Overrings
According to [2] , A domain R is said to be t-linked under T if for each finitely generated ideal I of R, (T : IT ) = T implies that I −1 = R. In some sense the notion of "t-linked under" is the opposite of the t-linkdness. It was introduced by Anderson and Zafrullah in [2] to characterize almost Bézout domains. In this short section, we will prove some results related to this notion. First we not that if T = L, then (L : IL) = L for every nonzero ideal I of R, however I −1 needs not be equal to R. It turns that if R is t-linked under its quotient field L, then R = L. In this view, and in accordance with our hypothesis in the introduction we always assume that R ⊆ T ⊂ L.
Proposition 5.1. Let R be an integral domain and Q a nonzero prime ideal of R. If R is t-linked under R Q , then R is local with maximal ideal Q.
Proof. Let Q be a nonzero prime ideal of R and let a ∈ R \ Q. Set I = aR. Since (R Q : IR Q ) = R Q and R is t-linked under R Q , then a −1 R = I −1 = R. Then a −1 ∈ R and therefore R is local with maximal ideal Q. Proof. By Proposition 5.1, R is local with maximal ideal M , dimR = 1 and
Conversely, assume that R is local with maximal ideal M and dimR = 1. If |O(R)| = 2, then R is the only overring of R properly contained in L, and trivially R is t-linked under itself. Assume that |O(R)| > 2. Let T be an overring of R which is not a field and let Q a prime t-ideal of T (such a prime t-ideal exists since T is not a field and it suffices to consider any minimal prime over a proper principal ideal). Since R is local and dimR = 1, then Q ∩ R = M . Now, let I be a finitely generated ideal of R such that (T :
denotes the t-operation with respect to T ), which is absurd since Q is t-ideal. Hence I −1 = R and therefore R is t-linked under T .
Proof. Let T be an overring of R such that T ⊂ L. Assume that R is t-linked under T . By [24, Theorem 26.1] or [15, Theorem 1.1.2], T = {R P |P ∈ Ω}, where Ω is the set of all prime ideals P of R such that P T ⊂ T . Let Q be a nonzero prime ideal of R.
a i x i where a i ∈ Q and x i ∈ T for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Set
a i R. Then I is a finitely generated ideal of R and IT = T . So (T : IT ) = T .
Since R is t-linked under T , then I −1 = (R : I) = R. But since R is a Prüfer domain, then I is invertible. So R = II −1 = IR = I and hence R = I ⊆ Q, which is a contradiction. Hence QT ⊂ T . So Q ∈ Ω and therefore Ω = Spec(R) \ {(0)}. It follows that T = {R P |P ∈ Ω} = {R P |P ∈ Spec(R)\{(0)}} = R, as desired.
Proof. If R = R ′ , nothing to prove. So we may assume that R ⊂ R ′ . Let I be a nonzero finitely generated ideal of R such that (R ′ : IR ′ ) = R ′ and suppose that I ⊂ R. Let P be a prime ideal of R such that I ⊆ P and let Q be a prime ideal of R ′ such that Q ∩ R = P (such a prime ideal exists since R ′ is integral over R, so the extension R ⊂ R ′ is Lying Over). Assume that R ′ is Prüfer. Since IR ′ is a finitely generated ideal, then R ′ = IR ′ (R ′ : IR ′ ) = IR ′ ⊆ P R ′ ⊆ Q, which is absurd. Hence I = R and therefore I −1 = R, as desired. Now, if dimR = 1. Then dimR ′ = 1. So htQ = 1 and therefore Q is a t-prime ideal of R ′ . But (R ′ : IR ′ ) = R ′ implies that R ′ = (IR ′ ) v ′ = (IR ′ ) t ⊆ (Q) t ′ = Q, where t ′ and v ′ are the t-and v-operations with respect to R ′ . This yields a contradiction. Hence, also in this case, I = R and therefore (R : I) = R, as desired.
It's not the case that R is always t-linked under R ′ as it's shown by the following example. 
